Use a separate content process for file://URLs
Feature sign off report, Manual QA
Targeted GA: Firefox 55 - August 8, 2017
Sign off phase: mid-Nightly (Fx55).

Manual QA’S ASSESSMENT & RECOMMENDATION
Feature status: YELLOW

- Reason: No major issues were found during testing but from the QA point of view the feature still needs some bug fixes before landing.
- Proposed course of action: let this feature ride Fx55 but fix the following issues:
  - As many of the assigned and new blocker bugs of Bug 1147911 (especially Bug 1351358 and Bug 1348018)
  - Bug 1175267 - this issue is not directly depending on the current feature but it affects the installation of the add-ons when a local .xpi file is used.

MANUAL TESTING SUMMARY
Testing status: COMPLETED (100%)
62 passed (94%), 0 blocked (0%), 3 failed with known bugs (5%), 1 failed with new bugs (2%)

- Test report: on TestRail | as a PDF
- New bugs uncovered during sign off: one.
  - Bug 1364879 - Local file opened from private window does not open in private window
- Known bugs encountered during sign off: 1 Bug
  - Bug 1351358 - Can’t submit form to http(s) URL using POST method from a file:// page
- Notes:
  - For this Mid Nightly Sign off, we focused mainly on the Functional, Navigation and Restore Local Files sections under Windows 7x64, Ubuntu 16.04 x64 and Mac OS X 10.12.

FEATURE HEALTH TREND
* this feature was initially wanted to land in Fx54. Most of the blocker bugs found until now were fixed and tested.

OWNERSHIP & BASIC INFORMATION

- Tracking bugs: Bug 1147911
- Test Plan: https://wiki.mozilla.org/QA/Use_a_separate_content_process_for_file://_URLs
Jim and Bob please let me know if you have any feedback or questions about this report.

Thanks,

**Badau Simona Daniela**

QA Engineer

**Softvision**
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